
20th March 2020
Dear Families,

Coronavirus (COVID-19) - Changes to School Attendance

We would like to thank you all very much for your support and kindness over these past few days. These difficult 
times have really highlighted the great strength of the Frank Wise School community and we both feel very 
privileged to be part of this wonderful group of people. We would also like to thank you for bearing with us over the 
past 48 hours while we gathered the details on the information required to publish the following plans.

In line with the Government’s decisions this week, which they believe necessary to reduce the spread of COVID-19 
whilst still providing the core health and social infrastructure needed to navigate the challenges faced, we are closing 
from the end of today (Friday 20th March) as an educational setting and re-opening on Monday 23rd March to 
provide essential childcare for the children of Key Workers and the most vulnerable members of our community. 
The Government has stated that “for some, pupils are safer in an education provision. For others, they will be 
safer at home… Therefore, every child who can safely be cared for at home, should be.” It has asked leaders 
and parents to make appropriate decisions. The more children that can safely remain at home, the longer we are 
likely to be able to remain open for those who really need us and we are therefore asking you to support us by 
keeping your child at home unless you are genuinely unable to do so.

Alongside this message, it is important for us to emphasise that irrespective of whether your child is at home or at 
school in the coming weeks, the following guidance from the Government and Public Health England remains valid at 
all times:

Stay at home if you have coronavirus symptoms
Stay at home if you have either:

• a high temperature – you feel hot to touch on your chest or back
• a new, continuous cough – this means you've started coughing repeatedly

How long to stay at home
• if you have symptoms, stay at home for 7 days
• if you live with other people, they should stay at home for 14 days from the day the first person 

got symptoms.

Attendance at Frank Wise School from Monday 23rd March 
In order for us to prioritise those who need us most, the attendance of children will be determined on the basis of 
the following sequence, which has been agreed in partnership with Oxfordshire County Council:

1. Children with parents who are both in the Key Worker category
2. Children with one parent in the Key Worker category
3. Children who are vulnerable, defined as those who are eligible for benefit-linked Free School Meals or 

who have a named Social Worker
4. Children with Education, Health and Care Plan (EHCP) and none of above.

As a result of the significant reduction in staffing currently available to us resulting from required periods of isolation, 
(a picture that is likely to worsen, rather than improve) we are unable to take account of point 4 above. All of the 
children at Frank Wise School have an EHCP and we are already unable to safely accommodate our whole student 
population without our full staffing levels. We appreciate that this will place additional demands on some families, but 
we must be able to prioritise those children with greatest need.
 
If our staffing levels continue to diminish, we will contact families to ask them to keep their child at home the 
following day, using the above criteria to prioritise Key Worker families, so that we can fulfil our social responsibility 
towards keeping the country functioning safely at this difficult time. However, we reserve the right to request that 
you come and collect your child if we find that it is impossible for us to remain safe at any point, although we will 
always aim to give you notice for the next day wherever possible. PTO 



Health Vulnerability 
If your child was returned home on Tuesday 17th March as a result of the revised Government guidance that all 
those with medical vulnerabilities should remain at home in isolation, they need to remain at home, regardless of 
the above criteria, unless we have already contacted you to review the initial assessment made on the basis of the 
balance of judgements required. 

Elective Family Isolation 
If you elected to keep your child at home as a precautionary measure for the first time at any stage this week, this 
decision will need to remain in place for the foreseeable future. We have carried out our risk assessments based on 
numbers including those in the group at home for which it was parental choice for their child not to attend. If you 
wish to review your decision at any time and you believe that you fall into one of the categories 1 to 3 listed above, 
please contact the school by phone in order to discuss whether attendance is possible. 

School Holidays 
There are two more weeks of the school Spring term and we are hoping that the steps that we are taking now will 
enable us to remain open for the most vulnerable members of our community throughout this time. The current 
advice from Oxfordshire County Council and the messages we are receiving from national sources indicate that 
plans are being developed to support Key Workers secure childcare during the school holiday. There is no 
confirmed indication that school will be required to deliver this, as it is thought that locally co-ordinated childcare 
teams and holiday club provision may be able to step in for these weeks. We are liaising closely with ‘Let’s Play’ who 
are hoping to support Key Worker families through the holiday period. We will keep you informed of information 
we receive in relation to this in the coming weeks.

Online Resources for Home-based Support 
We have collated some contact details for organisations and online resources that may be able to provide you with 
help at this time. We will also be listing a range of educational activities and resources that can be used via the 
internet in order to try to help you provide stimulation and structure in the time to come. These can be found in 
the ‘News’ section of the school’s website: https://frankwise.oxon.sch.uk/news/ .

Support from School 
We recognise that this scenario is going place a great deal of additional pressure on many of you and we appreciate 
that life can be complex, regardless of the challenges that the country is currently facing. You are always welcome to 
call the school office and leave a message or email us on office@frankwise.oxon.sch.uk and we will endeavour to 
phone or email you back to see if we can provide support. Please bear in mind that we are unlikely to be able to 
offer or access support of a practical nature, but we can talk things through in order to help problem-solve with 
issues arising.

Whilst we appreciate that these are difficult times for all of us, it is important that we remember that there is every 
expectation that this is ultimately a temporary situation and there is much that we can do to reduce the risk to 
ourselves and others. Any action that we take to support the national effort will contribute to reducing the impact 
of the current pandemic and the country’s experience of it. Please continue to look after your family and each 
other and we will remain in contact with you as things develop. 

With very best wishes for the days ahead,

Simon Knight and Heidi Dennison
Joint Headteachers 

PLEASE REMEMBER: there is no expectation of attendance at school from Monday 23rd March 2020 and every 
child who can safely be cared for at home, should be.
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